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The AW16G Compilation CD 2005

After the big success of the first AW16G Compilation
CD in the summer of 2004, we decided it should have
a successor: the AW16G Compilation CD 2005, titled

G2
We decided for the following guidelines:
Every submission has to be recorded on the G. It
can be you, your band or someone else, as long
as the G was the recorder (or it's successor :-p ).
Editing, mixing or any other kind of manipulation of
the recordings on a computer is no problem.
Both covers and original material are welcome.
Please send an audio CD with your submission to
my home address. Along with the disc, please
send the following information (can also be done
by email or PM): Title of the song, name of the
artist, original or cover and anything else you'd like
to share.
The CD will only be made available to contributors
and forum users asking for a copy. For contributors
this will be free of any charge.
No member of the forum should be able to feel
excluded for any reason. Sold the G? Find a
replacement.
All rights are reserved by the performers!
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Participating musicians and
groups, in alfabetical order:
60’s Guy
'61
Bassoprofundo
Birdz Sessions
Bluesky
Bob Keelan
Bryter Layter
Capptain
Codpiece
Dcarlton
DCinFrance
DJ Bud
Drum
HogTime
Jeffree
Jocelyn
Kester
Lysdexia
MicEater
MrSkyGod
Pianojam
Robbie
RZ
Short
Sleepless
Stacy
The Group
TonyM
TonyRV2
Trecelyn
Utah
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60's Guy
Randy lives in Connecticut and
has been playing music for
almost his entire life. He plays all
kinds of guitar, including bass.
What he enjoys most is writing
and performing his own music. He
also enjoys thinking about
acoustics and solving acoustic
problems.
Randy contributed to three songs on the Compilation
CD:
Blue: written and performed by Randy
Chance: A Randy and Jocelyn (Randy's daughter)
collab.
8804: Written by Randy, performed by The Group:
60's Guy (Randy), RZ (Ron), Wingsdad (Mick) and
Bassoprofundo (Chuck).
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'61
My name is Don Newby,
I've been making music
from age four or five and
have played professionally
since age fourteen. I actually
did it for a living for ten years
after college. I play a few
different instruments and
have a four piece band
called "Ordinary Guise".
The song was written by Don Dixon who was a
producer for the Smithereens and R.E.M. It was off of
his solo album "All the girls like to dance, but only
some of the boys do".
I played all the instruments, programmed drums and
played real ones and sang as well. It was recorded on
the AW4416 which did not have an operational burner
at the time so I dumped it to the G for mastering.
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Bassoprofundo
"Basso's" real name is Chuck
Weeks. He started playing guitar at
the age of 11 in 1964, the year of
the Beatles. All
songs that he
submitted for the
Compilation CD
were written and
performed by Chuck.
Chuck explaines about the
songs he sent for the CD:
""Papa is Always Right" - A song I
wrote for my 2 grandchildren and it
should apply to any other
grandchildren that pop up. The lyric is very much tongue-incheek and I hope that Zachary and Emily laugh about it
when they grow up.
"I Believe" - My wife wanted a 'Happy' Blues song. This was
my attempt at that. It also reflects my attitude towards life.
"Do So Still" - For my father who passed away in 1987 at the
ripe old age of 58. He used to ask me when I was going to
give up my 'Gypsy Ways' because I was always on the road
playing music."
Chuck also contributed to the song “8804”, which is a

collaboration with Randy (60’s guy, he wrote it), Mick
(Wingsdad) and Ron (RZ).
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Birdz Sessions
Larry (Birdz) Vigneault (picture on the left)
started playing guitar in 1965 and has been
playing ever since. He has studied with a
number of prominent local musicians
including the inimitable local jazz legend
Steve Cancelli. He has played in a long list
of bands including rock, blues, fusion,
general business and jazz. Larry played
lead guitar and was the musical director of
the New England based Beatles tribute band "Not The Beatles". As
one of the first Beatle tribute bands anywhere, they enjoyed playing
the college circuit for several years
with some audiences numbering in the
thousands. Larry plays fluidly in a wide
variety of different styles, and lists his
biggest influences as Howard Roberts,
Wes Montgomery, Kenny Burrell,
Steely Dan, Jeff Beck, Jimi Hendrix,
and Jimmy Page.
Rich Kneeland (picture on the right) started playing guitar and
singing in 1968. He played rhythm guitar and was the lead vocalist
and manager for “Not The Beatles”. Rich has also been involved
with promoting artists and concerts for some of the world’s most
prominent talent. In 1990, he started working with May Pang (John
Lennon’s lover, producer, and author of the book “The Lost
Weekend”) helping to book her at college speaking events. Larry
and Rich began the Birdz Sessions project with the intent to produce
and record music for the love of doing so.
An innovative, aggressive drummer, Bobby "Sticks" Winston
embarked on his musical career at a very early age, showing a
strong affinity for the drums. Bobby was the drummer of "Not The
Beatles." A no- gimmicks, no look-a-like Beatles tribute band that
won regional acclaim, including playing with The Beatlemania
Broadway Cast. The local newspaper at that time described Sticks
playing in one of its reviews as "a strong and passionate drummer,
Winston throws in licks Ringo never thought of”. Larry, Rich and
Bobby have enjoyed playing together for more than 20 years.
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Rick Calcagni was born and raised in Rhode Island and learned his
craft in the hardcore R&B bars of Providence's south side.
Engineering student by day and bass funkster by night, he had
played with local legends Fatman Wilson, Louie Camp, and Willie
Love by the time he finished school. In the late 80's Rick helped
found the Alternate Quartet, a free-jazz-fusion ensemble out of Stow
MA. They released one CD, the sparkling "Rainforest Rhumboogie"
in 1994. Rick gigs regularly with the Wildcats (blues), the Big Blue
Daddys (jam/rock) and Allman Brothers tribute band The
Peacheaters. Rick plays bass on “You Said” and “Once Around”.
Kevin O’Connell started playing bass in 1973. He's played in several
rock bands in the Providence, Rhode Island scene. Kevin was the
original bass player for the popular Providence based "COD Blues
Band" which formed in the late 1970's. He continued to play on and
off with COD until 1990. Kevin also played in "Smokeshop", a very
popular Providence based disco/funk band in the early 80's. Kevin
plays the smooth and sexy fretless bass on “Don’t Leave Me Hear.”
Mark Weissman, sax extraordinaire, is presently touring with the Air
Force military band. He is a respected musician and the Birdz
Sessions is grateful for his participation. Mark plays the sultry sax on
“Don’t Leave Me Here”.
We would also like to thank, Jim Evans (drums) and John Witti
(bass), as other Birdz Sessions musicians, and Keith Kneeland as
production assistant.
More information:
http://mysite.verizon.net/jazz.guitar/BirdSessions.htm
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Bluesky
Brian is a 40 year old patent lawyer working in mid-town
Manhatten, NYC. He lives about 20 minutes north of the
city. Brian is married and has 4 kids, ages 8, 8, 8 and 6.
Brian says: "I've always loved music, and always
wanted to play guitar, but even as a senior in high
school (18 years old), always thought it was too
late for me and that those who played guitar had
to have natural ability, so I never tried."
"After watching the movie "Groundhog Day" for
the 20th time in February of 2002, I decided
that days go by so quickly (similar to the
movie), that I could learn. So, on Feb. 7,
2002, I bought my first guitar and
started learning songs from the
internet and teaching myself."
"In Jan 2004, my wife bought me
the 'G, and I was trying to record myself to improve. Then, out of the blue, I
put a chord progression together one day, and 3 or 4 days later - made a
song. Haven't looked back since - love writing, recording, singing and playing."
The stories behind Brians songs:
Champagne & Flowers: this was a tribute to us married couples, who have
been married for many years, and remembering the intimacy of being a
young, newly married couple (never leaving the bedroom!!).
Why Do You Hurt Me: a song that I wrote based upon a girlfriend I had 17
years ago in college. Someone who (mostly because of her looks) I adored
and would do anything for, but never go the same in return.
Talk To Me: a song written for my sister, who discovered, that after 10 years
of marriage, 2 kids, nice house, etc., her husband was having an affair and
never really loved her.
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Bob Keelan
Bob lives in New Jersey with
his wife and two children.
About his music
history, Bob says:
"I got my first
guitar for my 11th
birthday in
1966 as a
direct result of
Beatlemania.
My first attempts at sound-on-sound recording
involved a boom box and my home stereo. Since then
I have been through the Yamaha family of 4-track & 8track recorders finally arriving on the digital scene with
the AW16G."
Bob contributed one song: 'Say Goodbye'. Says Bob:
"It is composed and performed in it's entirety by
myself. I find a great deal of satisfaction in being a
one-man band although trying to balance that and
having 2 young children can make it a time-consuming
endeavor. I hope you enjoy."
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Bryter Layter
Matt lives in the UK and writes & performs his own
songs. He contributed one song: "You Always Look".
Matt likes music better than talking – when asked for a
little info on his music he replies: "To be honest I'll be
more than happy with just my name and song title, as
little fuss as possible suits me fine." Hunting for
information on his website results in only one thing:
Music!
He does however reveal one little detail about the
song. Matt says: "I suppose the song is about things
going 'slightly wrong'."
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Capptain
Eric Capetta has been playing guitar
for 20 years. Together with different
collaborators he submitted two songs:
"Good To Go" and "Mousetrap".
Good To Go: Music:
MacDonald/Cappetta (TuDan
(right)/Capptain (left)), Lyrics:
Handywrite (Sleepless)

Drums:
Bass:
Vocals:
Hammond B3:
Sax:
Guitars:

Ross MacDonald
Paul Murphy
Carole McGinley
Karl Frick
Vic Cappetta
Eric Cappetta

The music to this song was actually based off of a tune that TuDan had in his
back catalog...I basically took the tune and gave it a radical face lift... it
actually barely resembles the original sketch but the feel and groove is still
there. Once I finished the arrangement, TuDan and I submitted the tune to
Richard to see if he was interested. He fired right back with lyrics. In the grand
scheme of things, this tune came together very fast. It was mixed and
mastered by Capptain using Cubase SX and T-Rax.
Mousetrap: Music: Cappetta (Capptain), Lyrics: Jim Sink/Jeff Melin (Jeepster)
and Eric Cappetta
Drums:
Bass:
Vocals:
Guitars:
Hammond B3:
Sax:

Ross MacDonald
Mark Guertin
Jim Sink
Eric Cappetta
Karl Frick
Drew Jacoy

Where as "Good To Go" came together very fast, "Mousetrap" was something
that we picked at and picked at over the course of a year. I had the verse idea
floating around in my head for many years... the chorus idea was written on
the spot when I went to track the initial arrangment. The lyrics and the vocal
arrangment are what we worked on for so long. The horns were a last minute
addition made by a student of mine. Another point of interest is that this song
is the only song on the album that features the PRS and the Mesa Boogie.
Everything else on the album was a Strat through a Fender amp.
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Codpiece
The band Codpiece
contributed three
songs: "Zombie
Slave", "Not Enuff"
and "Dragstrip". Rod
explains about
Codpiece:
CODPIECE... A name that
strikes fear in the hearts of
humans and breweries alike.
Several incarnations led to the
most current flavour who's current
line-up includes Rod Cod (Gary Lambeth) on lead
vocals and rhythm guitar, Cuz Cod (Chris Baker) on
lead vocals and bass, Rock Cod (Lorne Jee) on lead
guitar, Odd Cod (Jenn Brisson) on vocals, keys,
mandolin and percussion and Moe Cod (Norman
Kritsch) thumpin' skins. Codpiece is based in
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. Our website
is...
http://www.members.shaw.ca/codpiece/
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Dcarlton
Doug Carlton and his
band contributed one
song: "Catfish John".
Doug explaines:
"I called my
bandmate Mike
Gibson and asked
him about the song
Catfish John. Mike
sang lead on the
song, played bass and guitar and taught it to me. He says it
was written by Bob McDill and Allen Reynolds. It was
originally recorded by a guy named Johnny Russel back in
the 70s and was a hit record for him. It's also been recorded
by Alison Krauss as well as the Greatful Dead.
I played dobro on the song and sang tenor. I also did the
recording and mixing and all of that stuff.
It's a great song for the Dobro. I looked up the original
Johnny Russel version online. Although I'd never heard it
before, it sounds quite a bit like the way we did it. Acoustic
guitar, dobro etc."
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DcinFrance & Short
David originally comes from the States but
he has been living in France now for
about 6 years. His studio is the
rehearsal space for the band:
Short. The band submitted 3
songs. David explains about
the submissions:
MONEY
This, in terms of compostion and interpetation, is the best of who
Short is. We took Pink Floyd's classic and gave it a jazzy, offbeat,
raggae sort of feel, while still respecting the original (but with a few
twists). The beginning of this tune was spontaneous and is pure
Pascal. The whole family is in on this one, even Pat and the
Daughter of Darkness. It also features solid lead guitar work from
Jean-Marc (and yours truly Very Happy ...he let me play the last solo
because, well, I have the POD and he doesn't ☺).
PEUR DE RIEN BLUES
Personally, this is one of my favorites, and probably the best
recorded of the bunch. It's a Jean-Jacques Goldman tune--one of
his finest. This is another that makes me very proud to have been
associated with these guys, and it's one will bring tears to my eyes
in years to come. The sound effects are from the G's pads of the
dreaded and cursed DemoSong.
JAMMIN'
We try to make each cover we do our own, and this one is no
exception. When you are in a group, and everyone contributes in the
construction, production and
interpretation of a song, life
doesn't get much better. Again,
just a hint of jazz splashed in to
a classic Bob Marley tune. I've
listened to this one countless
hours, and I never tire of it.
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DJ Bud

DJ Bud (aka Bud Redding) has been writing music for over
twenty years, in styles from funk to punk to hip-hop and
techno. He has played in many bands, such as Green Jello,
The Funk Monsters, The Joint Commission, and Shock &
Awe.
His newest foray is called "The DJ Bud Project", and
features DJ Bud on bass, guitar, keyboards, percussion, and
vocals. Fender basses, Jackson guitars, and Yamaha and
Nord keyboards were used, along with Korg and Zoom drum
machines. A Samson CO-1 Studio Condensor mic was used
to track the vocals, and a Shure-58 was used to record
additional percussion. The pre-amp is a Behringer 1952
Ultra Gain. It was, of course, recorded on a Yamaha AW16G DAW.
The song submitted here is called "The Military" and was
written based on DJ Bud's experiences in the US Marine
Corps, where he served from 1982 to 1986. He was
stationed in Narvik, Norway, and Beirut, Lebanon.
Bud lives just north of Buffalo, NY, with his wife Susan, and
their children Nicholas, Jessica, Jonathan, and Sarah. Bud
carries a 9mm side arm to work, and that makes him happy.
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Drum
Chris says: "I have been playing guitar off and on for about the
last 30 years (with a ten year gap). My main instrument, in a
band context, is bass which I play because I enjoy the
rhythmic contribution it makes to the overall sound.
On my own I prefer playing classical pieces on a
nylon strung guitar, two of which I have included
in my contributions to this CD. The Air BWV
1068 I tried to learn against the looming
dealine for contributions. Over the course of
about two weeks I played this piece to the
exclusion of pretty much everything else. I
could occassionaly play it through without a
mistake, but as soon as I was in front of a live,
recording mic I couldn't seem to get it quite
right.
The version I eventually submitted is ok(ish)
apart from one error in the last but one bar. I
didn't manage to get a better take before I had
to send it in. Given more time I might have got
it right! I also would have liked to play with the mic placement a bit more, but I
am, overall, reasonably happy with the way it turned out.
The Minuet is a much shorter piece, and a lot easier to play, consequently I
had the chance to do multiple takes, play with the mics, and choose what I
thought was the best of the bunch. I hope you enjoy listening to both pieces as
much as I enjoyed playing them.
I also like to play around with various electronic instruments, virtual and
otherwise and I have included a short piece here. It was a bit of a throwaway
piece, more a study in sonic texture than a full blown composition, but I sent it
in anyway."
Chris submitted three songs:
•
•

•

Minuet in G - Johann Sebastian Bach
BWV 1068 - Air (the Air on a G String) - Johann Sebastian Bach
Ioni - Drum
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HogTime
Ralph submitted one song: "River Oh
River".
Ralph Goff (aka HogTime):
Lyrics, guitar & vocal
John Jett: Banjo
Guitar is a circa 1940 cheap
archtop with years old strings (for
that "unique" sound). I came up with
the little guitar riff first and then a "flood
type" verse came out and then I built on it.
Rain and thunder sounds from the "G" sample library.
I like "story" songs.
Ralph and John go way, way back. Played in an R&R
band together in the late 50s/early 60s. Yep, we're old
geezers!
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Jeffree
Jeffree lives in California in the States. He says:
"I alone wrote, performed, recorded, and mixed
the song "Shades of Sharya", which was
inspired by my recent visit in Sharya. (a very
small town deep in Russia--my wife's home
town).
RECORDING TIME AND SPACE: A few spare
minutes here, a few there, in a small studio that
doubles as a dining room, crowded with furniture.
About the song, Jeffree says: "As I'm sure you'll
know quickly, this effort represents my first
serious home recording in the digital realm. I've
been a semi-pro musician/hobbyist for nearly 30
years, but I'd recorded occasionally at home only
on a small Tascam 414 Mk II cassette
portastudio. About two years ago, I took the
(budget) digital plunge and picked up the above equipment to see if I could
figure things out to improve my home recordings.
This song represents my first real attempt to use my new equipment to
produce an original piece of music. What was hardest for me was the relative
complexity of the music that I enjoy writing and playing. My influences are
varied (from rock to jazz to classical), but a few of my more well-known
influences include "progressive" folks like Steve Morse, Yes, and Pat
Metheny--all of whom I've followed for many years.
While recording on my new equipment, I struggled with many issues that I'd
rarely encountered before, especially all the technical aspects of digital
production. Before I knew it, I'd quickly filled all 16 tracks and had to search for
ways to bounce tracks, incorporate scene memory, and find other methods
that allowed me to add all the parts I desired. As you'll notice, the music tends
to be rather busy, overall, which I admit flows from my own enjoyment of
listening to such intricate music when performed by others. I've learned firsthand, though, how complicated the mixing process becomes with so many
parts involved.
I'm sure that my next effort will improve greatly, given the experience I've
gained through this challenging home endeavor. I'd be glad to accept any
advice from those of you more experienced and wiser than me. Thanks for
listening."
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Jocelyn & Randy
Jocelyn lives in Los
Angeles and visits
her dad (60's Guy)
every now and then
to write songs and
to record.
Randy: "She has
great songwriting
abilities! She grew
up with Jameson,
her cousin, with
whom she is still in touch. When they get the chance,
they come over here to record – I'm a lucky guy they
still let me in on their musical adventures!"
Jocelyn has been playing guitar for years, but recently
she discovered the bass. She really likes it and
surprises her dad with her progress.
She submitted one song that she played with Randy:
"Chance". Jocelyn wrote it.
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Kester
Free Our Freedom
Listen up now everyone
The future has just begun
A chance to speak up for your voice
Change is coming and it’s your
choice
Free our freedom
Freedom
Believe that we can take a stand
To save our souls and save our land
Open up your mind a little more
Peace by piece we’ll even the score
Free our freedom
Freedom
Together we can stop this war
Isn’t that worth fighting for?
The time is now it’s up to me and you
And it’s our duty to see it through
Free our freedom
Freedom
“Free Our Freedom” was written, performed and produced by Kester
© 2004 Katherine Kester Devine - all rights reserved
For more info and music please visit www.raucoustic.com
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Lysdexia
Anndra comes from Scotland and
currently resides in a town not too
far from Glasgow.
Besides playing the bass, Anndra
discovered another hobby:
photography. He is the Royal
Supplier for the most beautifull
pictures you have ever seen.
Anndra submitted one song.
Asking for any info on his submission he replies: " I'd
like you to name it Drum & Bass in honour of Chris'
vital contribution!"
In the picture you see Anndra in a traditional costume:
kilt. The speed of his hands over the fretboard can
hardly go unnoticed.
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MicEater
Michel says: "What started out with
an education as a classical tenor
turned into something totally
different."
Following numerous classical
concerts as a soloist all over
Europe, as well as collaborative
work with artists from various
countries, Michel sees his next
goal in finding and developing
his own sounds.
Michel Rahm, a Swiss vocalist, likes simplicity when it
comes to writing his own songs.
Says Micel: "I love to take people on a mental journey.
I want to write music that leaves an impression. Be it
for only a moment or a longer period of time. Music
that soothes the soul, makes you think and hum along.
Enjoy listening!"
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MrSkyGod
Geno is a "born again" player who
after a 24 year layoff, decided to
begin playing again in
2004. Having started
playing guitar in 1962 he
quickly graduated to
garage bands, cover bands,
then finally burning out of the
music business playing in blues
bands around 1980. A dedicated
workaholic, he married his current
wife Sharon and raised 3 daughters.
Having been diagnosed with stage 3
colon cancer with only a slim chance
of survival in 2003, he fought the
entire war of radiation, two rounds
of chemotherapy, two major surgerys and is now in
remission. After this ordeal he decided to ease up on
working so hard and begin playing music again.
Dusting off nearly a quarter of a century of not playing, Geno
has discovered the joy of songwriting, recording, mixing and
mastering his own synthetic creations on his AW16G. It is a
wonderful technology now that allows one to create unique
music. He has enough song ideas to keep busy for quite
some time. Geno plays all the guitars, bass and keyboards
on his submissions: "Mystic Presence", "One Man's Band"
and "On The Beach With You".
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Pianojam
One of my most vivid childhood
memories is the Christmas my mom
and dad got me this little wooden table
top piano, you know the kind with the
"black" keys painted onto the "white"
keys, I was so fascinated with the thing
I spent the next 5 years pretending I
was actually playing. (I didn't think of it
as pretending though.)
When I was 10 my mom and dad got a
real piano, and the first song I ever
learned was this fairly advanced
"Mazurka" that a friend of my oldest
brother just sat down and showed me. I
don't say this to show how brilliant I am,
but rather, I had no thoughts in my head of
"this is hard" or "this is easy" or anything, I
just loved the sound and I captured the whole
thing immediately as if I was a tape recorder. I
don't know how or why. This was my entrance to this world of music.
Now that I have "learned how hard music can be" I sometimes have to step
back to that earlier time and clear away all of that and just operate like the kid
with an empty head and just be so fascinated by the beauty of sound so that I
can simply create. So music elevates you, I think. And music can elevate
others if it comes from that pure place. So somewhere between there and
here I have these songs that maybe reflect that.
"All Made of Love" was written for an Africa Relief Project, I really care deeply
about global conditions and with this song I could help in my small way.
"Shoot for the Moon" I wrote for my daughter (which I didn't tell her or she
would have never agreed to sing it probably) because she is such an
inspiration to me with all her talent and beauty I am in awe of her.
"Breathe" is a song that my daughter wrote with a friend and I mixed it on the
AW. The lyrics are hers on that one.
I wish her dad could see and hear her, he has been gone for quite some time,
but somehow, maybe in this pure place where music lives, or maybe
cosmically, these soundwaves can travel just exactly where they need to go. I
truly hope you enjoy them all in the pure and simple spirit they were written.
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Robbie
Rob lives in The Netherlands
and discovered making music
not so long ago. A year and a
half ago he picked up the
bass and discovered that
basic techniques on a
couple of instruments can
make a nice tune, giving a
lot of fun.
"Goodbye" was performed by
Rob and it is the second song
he wrote himself. He says: "If you know a little bit
about my life story and also a little about what the first
song was about, you will understand the lyrics of this
one".
As an extra, Rob sang "Caravan Of Love" which was
originally performed by The Housemartins. "I had
about three minutes worth of disc space left on disc 2"
he says. "So I decided to make something to fill the
space – I had about one hour to come up with
something. The word 'vocalist' will get a totally new
meaning after listening to that."
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RZ
Ron resides in Memphis and has
been making music for many
years. He contributed two songs:
“I Brought My Wallet” and
“Things I Should Have Said”.
Asked for information,
Ron says: “As for
my stuff… I don't
need anything said. Just let my
music say what it will to each
listener. To me the cd isn't for discussion. It's for
listening pleasure."
“I Brought My Wallet” was written by The Beatles. Ron
redid the music and changed the words into a parody
for a friend.
“Things I Should Have Said” was recorded longer ago
and can be found at Ron’s website RZLand. Rumour
has it that Ron sent this song to secure a copy of the
Compilation CD.
Ron also contributed to the song “8804”, which is a
collaboration with Randy (60’s guy, he wrote it), Mick
(Wingsdad) and Chuck (Bassoprofundo).
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Sleepless
Richard started playing guitar at the
age of 13. He is now 37.
He wrote the tune for Seratonin
over 20 years ago on holiday in
Pembrokeshire. The lyrics were
written just after recording the
tune on the G.
Richard says: "The lyrics
reference the power of the
subconscious to guide
conscious decision, and deliberately draw on powerful
religious archetypes – these are juxtaposed with
imagery of war to make a not too subtle point about
the impossibility of salvation in those who would
sanction military action with no real insight into their
own motives. Either that or it’s about fish – or dolphins.
Possibly cufflinks."
Richard is a Virgo, he was born in the year of the
Sheep and his hobbies outside of music and work are
the study of psychiatry, system dynamics and
comparative religion. And Kerplunk obviously.
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Stacy
Stacy is located in the
north-east of the States.
Stacy explains about his
two submissions:
"Angel with Barefeet:
While still in the hospital,
at 5 am, I woke up with
this song in my head
pretty much complete. I
just had to struggle and tweak it while I was awake. My wife
thought I was crazy but we hadn’t really slept anyway, so I
just finished it right there. As you can hear, I put zero effort
into the Alesis SR 16 drum track (which will eventually be
replaced with an actual drummer) except for EQ,
compression, and a short tailed reverb. I recorded my nylon
string with a RODE NT1A and an older Audix dynamic. Bass
is a late 60’s Greco violin-shaped (my first bass I have had
since 1971) through a Joe Meek 3Q. Kazoos and vocals
recorded through the NT1A. That’s it, save my apologies to
whoever wrote “Willow Weep for Me” for subconsciously
nicking parts of the verse."
"Goodnight: I have been exposing Ella Rose to TONS of
music, and every once in a while, she just lights up and
smiles when she hears something, and this buried Lennon
classic from the White Album really perked her up. I went
into the studio one night, and just did guitar with the NT1A
and then a vocal with the same mic and here it is, simple
and bare. Ella Rose prefers it when I sing it to her in real life,
though she likes this version too, just not as much."
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The Group
The Group are four people making one
song together: 60's Guy (Randy), RZ
(Ron), Wingsdad (Mick) and
Bassoprofundo (Chuck).
Randy: “8804” began its life as three
acoustic guitar tracks and a basic drum
track that I had recorded a few months
back. The acoustic tracks are a
combination of something I wrote in
1988 and 2004 (middle section is
1988).
The tracks found their way to Memphis,
Citrus Heights, and Victorville, where the very talented RZ, Chuck, and Mick
transformed the original tracks into something magical and very special.
I am very proud of these guys and I am extremely honored that they took time
from their lives to turn it into something very special.
Not too shabby for a bunch of old guys! I mean them…….not me.
Thanks a million RZ, Chuck, and Mick!
Beyond that…..I’m at a loss for words.
Chuck – bass guitar
RZ – keyboards
Mick – electric guitars and percussion
Randy – acoustic guitars
Mick: My hat's off to Chuck & RZ for laying down really tasty stuff that brought
that groove to life, and of course, to Randy, for not just his sweet guitar work,
but for the opportunity to handle the challenge.
Chuck: That was indeed fun to watch it come to fruition. I enjoyed participating
in it. Good job boys. Now, what's the name of the band?
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TonyM
Tony's band submitted one song: Maria.
Tony introduces the band:
"The song was performed by our band, Plavi Plamen,
which means Blue Flame in Croatian. It was written by
our bass player, Jim Sosic.
Tony Purgar plays left channel rhythm guitar, and solo
guitar.
Frank Medica plays right channel rhythm guitar.
Will Martincic plays keys.
Tony Marinovic (Me) plays drums and produced.
We're just some guys doing this for fun, no
aspirations(Jim and I are 40 after all)."
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TonyRV2
On 'Table For One' :
lyrics, Tony Ventura;
music, High Street
Shelter
On 'Evil Woman' :
lyrics, Jason
Woollard; music,
High Street Shelter
I can't say that there
was any particular
inspiration for either of the songs other than the desire to
write some music. Both were really just a matter of putting
pen to paper in most respects. As far as information
concerning the band, check out the right hand column on the
website and take whatever you think would be appropriate.
http://www.highstreetshelter.com
From Left to Right:
•
•
•
•
•

Jeff "Possum Boy" Wandell --- Rhythm guitar,
Harmonica, and Vocals
Tony "Big Dog" Ventura --- Keyboards ( 'nuff said)
Jason "Jawbone" Woollard --- Lead Guitar and Lead
Vocals
Ed "Fast Eddie" Ventura -- Drums and Vocals
Chris "The Real" Diehl --Bass guitar and Vocals
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Trecelyn
LANDSCAPES
Written by Geraint Jones
Performed by The G.M. Babes
 Geraint Jones – 2005
The G.M. Babes are:
Sven Ludquist – Vocals
Geraint Jones – Instruments
Andy Thomas – Additional keyboards (NOAH EX –
B3)
Thanks to Andy Thomas for his input.
Geraint Jones appears courtesy of some higher being.
Sven Ludquist just appears.
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Utah

Utah (David) lives in Canada. He spends a lot of time writing and
recording music. Some of his projects he does alone, other projects
are with a partner. Utah submitted one song: "India".
India ( words and music by Utah )
I can’t help the way I’m feeling,
Someone help me off the ceiling.
There’s too many things appearing,
If they’re not real there’s no point fearing.
Can’t describe just what I’m seeing,
I just know it’s me that’s breathing.
Feel the blood pump through my veins,
Please don’t ask me to explain.
Would you like to come on over?
There’s so much we can discover.
When East meets West it feels so peaceful,
It’s so easy meeting people.
It’s so easy meeting people.
When East meets West it feels so peaceful.
All instruments and vocals by Utah. Recorded, mixed and mastered
on the Yamaha AW16GCD.
Visit Utah’s Homepage of Images, Travels, Friends and Music at:
http://www.cyberus.ca/~netska8r
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This production would not have existed if it wasn't for the help of a
lot of people…
All artists -

Thank you for hours of incredible music, I
enjoyed putting it together.

Chris -

Thanks for your help and idea's for the artwork.

Randy -

Thanks for all those bits of advice.

All members -

Thanks for keeping me going.
- and last, but definitely not least -

Ria, my wife -

Thanks for your patience and understanding.
You're the best.

On the CD you will find 51 songs by 30
different artists. These artists come
from all over the world. They have
different backgrounds, cultures,
religions. Still, the music fits
together wonderfully. There's a lesson
to learn from this. Accept one another
as you are – see each other's good
intentions. Therefore, I'd like to
dedicate this Compilation CD to…

Peace
On Every Level
Thank you very much
Robbie
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CD nr:
Track
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Artist name
Drum
Pianojam
Short
Bassoprofundo
TonyM
Dj Bud
Jeffree
Sleepless
Capptain
Birdz Sessions
Dcarlton
The Group
Bluesky
Utah
Short
Bassoprofundo

Track
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Artist name
Codpiece
Capptain
Stacy
Bluesky
Short
RZ
Bryter Layter
MrSkygod
Birdz Sessions
Robbie
High Street Shelter
Bassoprofundo
High Street Shelter
MrSkygod
Robbie
Lysdexia

Track
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Artist name
60's Guy
'61
Drum
Stacy
Bluesky
HogTime
Jocelyn & Randy
Bob Keelan
RZ
Codpiece
Kester
Pianojam
MrSkygod
Drum
Birdz Sessions
Codpiece
Trecelyn
Pianojam
MicEater

CD nr:

CD nr:

1
Song Title
Ioni
All Made Of Love
Peur De Rien Blues
I Believe
Maria
The Military
Shades Of Sharya
Seratonin
Good 2 Go
You Said
Catfish John
8804
Champagne & Flowers
India
Jammin'
Papa Is Always Right
Total

Play Length
0:02:39
0:04:18
0:08:36
0:03:53
0:05:16
0:04:49
0:05:56
0:04:08
0:04:44
0:04:33
0:03:54
0:04:43
0:03:31
0:03:50
0:06:47
0:03:08
1:14:45

2
Song Title
Zombie Slave
Mousetrap
Angel With Barefeet
Talk To Me
Money
I Brought My Wallet
You Always Look
On The Beach With You
Don't Leave Me Here
Goodbye
Table For One
Do So Still
Evil Woman
One Man's Band
Caravan Of Love
Drum And Bass
Total

Play Length
0:04:28
0:04:41
0:03:22
0:03:01
0:09:38
0:04:30
0:05:33
0:06:10
0:04:19
0:04:36
0:02:46
0:03:53
0:08:04
0:03:02
0:03:44
0:01:56
1:13:43

3
Song Title
Blue
Praying Mantis
Minuet In G
Goodnight
Why Do You Hurt Me
River Oh River
Chance
Say Goodbye
Things I Should Have Said
Dragstrip
Free Our Freedom
Breathe
Mystic Presence
AirBWV1068 - 2
Once Around
Not Enuff
Landscapes
Shoot For The Moon
Lullaby
Total
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Play Length
0:06:59
0:04:35
0:00:57
0:04:16
0:03:44
0:05:32
0:04:08
0:03:40
0:02:36
0:03:29
0:03:46
0:02:51
0:03:14
0:02:57
0:03:22
0:02:43
0:06:47
0:03:15
0:02:36
1:11:27

